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About This Game

Battle against rival fantasy armies in this fast paced turn based strategy game. Fight powerful bosses while you hunt for treasure
in dungeon mode, play through over one hundred single player missions in campaign mode, or match wits against your friends in

multiplayer. Simple one-click per unit control scheme takes minutes to learn, while the in-depth army building and game
strategy keeps you coming back for more. 6 different armies to master each with unique units, strengths and play styles. A

fantasy themed game inspired by classic board games like Chess, Stratego and Battleship.
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Key Features

Six unique armies (Humans, Elves, Dwarves, Lizardmen, Undead and Skitterlings)

Roleplaying dungeon mode allowing you to build a party over time and delve into randomly generated levels

Four unique and powerful bosses

Collect treasure to buy new units and boost your coffers

Five different campaigns with multiple endings for each campaign

Branching campaign mission structure

Includes dedicated server software

Pre-generated forces if you like to get straight to the action, or take the time to spend your money to customize your own
force

Supports multiplayer with a friend with customizable game settings

Dynamic fog of war

Simple to use one-click control scheme

Includes all of the content from Crossfire: The Northern Campaigns
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I'd love to review this game, but I never got it to run. After forcing it to quiet after it stopped responding while the game was
loading, I uninstalled it.. It seems like swell idea but mouse control does not work i just finished whole tutorial locked to starting
view.. The quality of this Game's port actually makes this Game harder to run than Crysis

Great, Memorable Childhood Game tho. Look, there is nothing *wrong* with this game, everything works, no major bugs or
anything. The issue is that it is more simplistic than similar games (none of the innovations one would expect from offerings of
the last 5 or so years), the puzzles lack depth, there are no tactics to speak of, and no control over character progression after
picking a class. The biggest issue is that you can stroll through the entirety of the game in <5 hours. For a game asking $10, that
is just an unacceptable amount of playtime imo.. The tutorial was kinda fun...
Then when u go online against other players this horrible creation shows its true disfigured face of disgust.
*VOMIT*. If you're planing to play this game with a controller, the controller it's not completely working, it's not functioning
properly, so you have to use both the controller and the keyboards to play the game.

For that reason I do NOT recomend you to buy this game.

I hope this helps.. Atmospheric music mixed with comprehensive learning mechanisms makes this game so much fun.
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could have been great - but looks like its dead in the water.. A game that has all the characteristics that define an old school retro
FPS but falls short of high expectations.

Throughout my entire playthrough, I never felt as though I was playing a 90's FPS game. It's a game you can tell is made in
Unity right from the jump. That's not at all a good thing but it's not all bad either. It felt sluggish and slow in comparison to
games like DOOM and Quake and doesn't really deliver when it comes to the speed and ferocity you'd expect from those kind
of games. If you give up on the expectation of getting another Quake clone, it becomes quite enjoyable for what it is.

I really dislike the way the developer chose to spam monsters, it doesn't feel fluid, especially at the highest difficulty, you'll find
yourself running into a room and having 20 super strong crocodiles spawn right next to you which can mean instant death or
hopping backwards repeatedly killing them all from a distance. At first I was enjoying the challenge but it happens far too often
and soon becomes tiresome.

I was quite impressed with the Pixelize and Fractured Animation options that where presented, as well as things like a FOV
slider (though needs numbers) and a Simple UI option, which made the game a whole lot more immersive and enjoyable in my
opinion.

I would love an option for Ultrawide resolutions, especially 21:9 as that's what I'm currently using. I've never been fond of
vertical black bars. The options menu also needs some bug fixes, changing options mid-game can be very hazardous, as well as it
not always remembering keybinds and settings. Aside from these minor annoyances, the game doesn't have any game breaking
bugs, which is always a positive in my book.

Overall, Apocryph is a decent arcade style FPS with a wide variety of super weapons, monsters and levels to power through. Just
don't expect another perfect Quake clone like DUSK.. Bohemia Interactive have such a bizarre, all-over-the-place catalogue you
can never really tell what you're going to get. Naturally they have the Arma series which is fantastic... they also published the
UFO games which, back in the day, were great X-Com clones which have since been surpassed by games like Xenonauts but
aren't bad games.

Then there's trash like this. It comes off as an Eastern European teenager's first Unity game. The animation and controls are
awful. If the game moved even 15% faster it might be enjoyable but the pacing is sooooo slow. The very first mission has you
walking at a snails pace across boring, empty farmland fighting the same 3 zombies over and over and over... collecting coins
for... something? I haven't gotten far enough to use them.

The plot is laughable in a bad way. The jokes MOSTLY all fall flat. I did chuckle a few times but I think it was more because I
couldn't believe the line of dialogue was in a game. I played for about 30 minutes and honestly have no clue what the game is
about other than fighting zombies. I don't know who the main character is, where he's at, or why any of the game is happening.
A+ stuff.. Another GOTY contender by Quiet River. Nice logic puzzler with relaxing music.
The achievements are working, but the UI is a bit messed up sometimes.
It's F2P, so give it a try if you like boolean puzzle games.. This is a late decision for me as I wanted something to play at home
with the family at Christmas and liked the idea of two player co op puzzles. I was really not disappointed. This is now one of my
favourite games in VR. I recommend it if you want to play and involve someone outside the headset, this is one of the best.
Excellen puzzles and great coop needed to complete the levels. Team building application if ever I saw one :)

Really great title. Nice artwork and story, and brilliant puzzles. I hope they add more foir when I have completed it.

This is one of the best uses of VR I have seen and the mechanics are great. Couple of tiny glitches/bugs, but nothing terrible and
the respawn points are in good positions.

Really worth the money.
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